
Terms And Conditions 

1. Participants can join alone or with their band

2. The Video must not be shorter than 1 minute

3. The Video must not be longer than 3 minutes

4. Performances should be instrumental only.

5. The music to be played can be no-copyright, improvised or provable (certified) own music of 

the participant. Otherwise, the video will be eliminated without showing it to the jury.

6. The video must not contain any unauthorized audio material or footage

7. Playback performances will not be accepted.

8. Videos recorded with the phone camera need to be recorded in a horizontal position

9. Video and sound should be clear

10. The applicant and the instrument needs to be fully visible in the videos

11. The applicant must not, in any case, be related to the jury members or be affiliated with Sala 

Muzik (employed by, related to employees)

12. Sala Muzik online instrument festival is open for everyone with foreign or Turkish nationality. 

(Except for Sala Music employees.)

13. Application to Sala Muzik online instrument festival is free of charge

14. Applicants can participate in the festival with only one video. Contestants participating with 

more than one video will be eliminated

15. Applicants can fill out the online application form from Sala Muzik’s website.

16. Sala Muzik Team has the right not to include videos that have applied to the festival without 

showing the reason.

17. Videos can be used by Sala Muzik. Additionally, for the purpose of publicity of the 

competition, short teasers of selected videos can be shown on various media (such as 
television, radio, internet).


18. All submitted videos will be considered and viewed by Sala Fest team, who will make sure 
that the conditions have been met. Once accepted, your submission will go through a second 
selection process for the final program.


19. Sala Muzik team reserves the right to update the terms and conditions. Already submitted 
videos will continue to be considered and the owners will be notified by e-mail


20. The application deadline is June 28th, 2020.

21. The videos which are approved by the pre-selection jury will be online on Sala Muzik YouTube 

channel

22. The decisions of the applicants committee are irreversible

23. The video owner has all the copyright responsibility.


24. Regulations for selected Videos:


A. All selected/nominated videos will be listed on the YouTube on August 2, 2020. No inquiries or 
arguments will be entertained regarding non-selected videos. The decision of the selection 
team will be final.


B. Applicants cannot request removal of the last videos from youtube after passing the pre-
selection


C. The owners of the selected videos will be notified individually and contacted by the festival 
team via contact details provided by the applicant.


D. Sala Muzik or Festival team members will not be held accountable for the content of the 
selected videos. The videos must not include unauthorized audio nor video material.


25. Regulations for winners:


A. The winner of the Sala Fest will be determined by youtube users. The winner of the grand 
prize will be the video with the most liked video on Youtube and will receive the prize of 8000 
USD


B. The winner of the second prize will be determined by youtube users. The winner of the 
second prize will be the video with the second most liked video on Youtube and will receive 
the prize of 3000 USD




C. The winner of the third prize will be determined by the Festival Jury, the winner will receive 
The most Creative Presentation Prize and will receive the prize of 1,000 USD gift card that 
can use on salamuzik.com


D. The winner of the fourth prize will be determined by the Festival Jury,  the winner will receive 
Sala Fest Jury Prize and will receive the prize of 1,000 USD gift card that can use on 
salamuzik.com


E. The winners of the Festival agrees to provide certain information (full name, the full address 
where registered, bank details, tax number)  to the Sala Muzik LTD STI solely for the purpose 
of transaction of the monetary prize. The winner also agrees to be self-responsible for any 
legal notice and report to the relevant authorities (tax, social insurance, etc.).


F. Please note that a transaction of the monetary prize can only be made if all required 
documents and information have been provided.


G. A separate agreement with the winners will be set up for a seamless transaction.


26. Approving this agreement means that you absolutely understand and accept every proviso of 
the agreement.


27. The application terms consist of twenty-seven (27) items including this one.


http://salamuzik.com

